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We demonstrate a striking theorem imbedded in the Lorentz Transfor-
mation, unnoticed explicitly since the birth of Special Relativity in 1905,
connecting Time Dilatation, Lorentz Contraction, and non-simultaneity as
we shift from one frame to another. We start by expressing the theorem in
words aphoristically as
Dialated Time Minus Contracted Time
s Time Interval Representing Non-simultaneity.
What follows is just an explanation of this statement.
Let us study the relative motion of two points A and D separated by L
in the rest system of D with A moving with a velocity ¨ ,
6
? L ?
A ¨ D
In the notation of the Lorentz Transformation, x s L, t s O, that is, the
points are observed simultaneously. If we shift to the rest frame of A,
L y¨L
1 1 1x s s L , t s s yD ,
2 2 2 2 2’ ’1 y ¨ rc c 1 y ¨ rc
where c is the velocity of light. D is in motion with velocity y¨ ,
1 6? L ?
A y¨ D
In the rest frame of D, A, will reach D in time
L
T s .
¨
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In the rest frame of A, D will reach A in time
L1 T
1T s s .
2 2¨ ’1 y ¨ rc
D starts at a time D earlier to the time A is observed and after a time D is
at a distance L1 y ¨D s L11 simultaneously from A which is at rest.
2¨
11 1 1 2 2’L s L y ¨D s L 1 y s L 1 y ¨ rc .2 /c
If T 11 s L11r¨ ,
T 1 y T 11 s D .
The profound consequence of this relation is to admit infinite ways of
interpreting the relative motion of A and D consistent with the equation.
We can treat A to be the end point of a rod AB moving with velocity ¨
with length L in motion of with B and D in coincidence. The rod AB
takes time T to cross D,
6
A L B
?D
In the rest system of AB, D is moving with velocity y¨ , the separation of
A and B is L1, and D is in coincidence with B at a time D earlier to the
observation of A. Since AB is at rest,
L1
A y¨ B
6 ? D
in the Lorentz Transformation, L1 still represents the length of AB in its
rest system, and so D takes time T 1 to cross AB. T 1 is the dilated time
with respect to T.
On the other hand, if we assume D to be the end of a rod CD at rest
with length L with A in coincidence with C, A will cross CD in time T. In
the rest system of A, a ``contracted'' rod CD of length L11 will cross A in
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time T 11,
C L11 D
6? y ¨
A
T is the dilated time with respect to T 11, or T 11 is the contracted time
with respect T. Hence the theorem results with T 1 and T 11 representing
the dilated contracted times with respect to T.
We now point out a remarkable mapping of the relative motion of A
and D in the rest frames of D and A, respectively, in an infinite number
of ways in the language of rods.
Since we are concerned only with the relative motion of A and D, we
can treat A to be the end point of a rod AB in motion and D the end
point of the rod CD at rest such that AB q CD s L,
A B
6
C D
The time of AB crossing CD is obviously T. However, if we compute the
time of crossing in the rest system of AB, it lies between T 1 and T 11 since
 .it is the sum of the dilated rest length of AB and the contracted length
of CD divided by the velocity. As we change the length of AB from L to
zero we can map the motion of D from L1 to L11 in the rest system of
AB.
The exciting finale to the discussion is to consider a rod CD of length L
at rest and AB of length L in motion with A and C in coincidence
simultaneously with B and D in coincidence,
6
A L B
C L D
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In the rest system of AB
L1
A B
6
11C L y¨ D
D is in coincidence with B at time D earlier than C is in coincidence with
A, since CD is
L1
A B
11L
6C Dy¨
of contracted length L11.
It has been shown by the author that the quantity L1rD s c2r¨ has the
transformation properties of the velocity in the velocity Transformation
 .Law of Einstein but is not the velocity of a particle point . It is the ratio of
the spatial separation of two different points to the time interval. It has
been misinterpreted as a ``faster than light'' velocity of a single particle, a
needless mistake that persists in literature due to its novelty.
 .The entire discussion can be summarized by the statement that if x, t
 .represents the space-time interval of two events we can decompose L, T
as
L, T s L, O q O, T .  .  .
and form a table of intervals in the rest systems of D and A, respectively,
D at rest A at rest
11 .  .L, T O, T
1 .  .L, O L , yD
1 1 .  .O, T y¨T , T
Therefore
T 11 s T 1 y D .
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It is possible to decompose a time-like interval into a sum of time-like and
space-like intervals of different pairs of e¨ents, as has been pointed out by
the author in an earlier paper. The concept of rods has been used to
identify the pairs of events. The rod can be actual or hypothetical
 .Gedanken .
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